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SEO Case Study

Client: Crimson

Category: Online Education

Website: www.crimson.org

Project Duration: Nov-2012 to Till Date

http://www.crimson.org/
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About Crimson:

Established in 2006, under the guidance of Dr Mary Francis, CRIMSON has always
been a step ahead towards imparting education and training. Adapting fundamental
principles of Ethics, Training and Management, the institute imparts education and
career insights in par with global competition.

PROJECT: Website Designing and SEO

Project description and objectives:

The Crimson Clinical Research came to Priority with the goal of greatly increasing
number of admissions of Clinical research courses through website. It was clear that
adding quick contact form on every page will help to increase number of leads or
enquiries. Also previous website was very old fashion and not Mobile Responsive. So
we suggest to develop new SEO friendly website. Check below Layouts and designs:
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OLD  LAYOUT NEW  LAYOUT
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A search engine optimization (SEO) campaign was identified as the most effective way
to advertise/promote Crimson’s Courses for the following reasons:

1. With careful keyword planning, incoming visitors would be extremely .
2. Since target keywords are relatively specific, it would be a more effective use of

resources for gaining visibility than through sponsored search or other paid advertising.
3. Many of the Page names were unlikely to change over time, which meant less need for

extensive ongoing overhauls of the campaign.

To lay the groundwork for an effective SEO campaign, a redesign of the current site
was the first step. Updates were implemented to make pages more indexable by search
engines as well as to make the site easier to navigate for new visitors. In addition,
keyword research was performed to gain an understanding of which terms had
sufficient volume to warrant attention. An optimization plan was then developed that
would take advantage of the most relevant terms that Students / Visitors had been
using in their searches for these courses. After targeted terms were identified, pages
were carefully re-written to meet the desired keyword density that was uncovered
through the initial research. Lastly, Priority provided guidance to assist Crimson with
building an effective external linking system, which would help to solidify the site’s
authority with the search engines and grow rankings as quickly as possible.
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TOP 10 KEYWORDS (1st Position in Google Search)

1. Clinical Research Mumbai

2. Clinical Research in Mumbai

3. Training in Clinical Research

4. Courses in Clinical Research

5. Clinical Research Courses

6. Clinical Research Training

7. Clinical Research Courses in Mumbai

8. Clinical Research Institute

9. Clinical Research Training in Mumbai

10.Clinical Research Institutes in Mumbai
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INCOMING ORGANIC SEARCH ENGINE TRAFFIC:

Crimson’s Organic Traffic of Past 6 Months

Success Measurements:

The results of this integrated SEO and Web redesign initiative were outstanding. Within
three months of implementing the project, incoming visitors who had searched Clinical
Research Courses and other keywords had increased by 150 percent. Within less than six,
this number had jumped to 225 percent. Now Crimson has get more than 80% of
Admission through the online.
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“Thanks to the help of YESWEUS, we were able to greatly increase the

visibility of our Web site by being one of the top ranked Web sites on a
number of searches relating to our Clinical Research Courses. The boost we
saw in traffic to our site ultimately led to more visitors and more
admmissions. Without the help of YESWEUS we would not have had nearly
as good of a year or continue to be a top-ranked source for the Clinical
Research Institute.

-Dr. Mary Francis
Director

Contact YESWEUS today for 
more information and pricing

www.yesweus.in
inquiry@yesweus.com

+91- 9594608689


